Most Memorable Family Vacation
This is a vacation to Florida where I show you and explain what went on. James my husband, viad
my 18-year-old son who I love two handsome stepsons Avery and Ardan are who accompanied
me on this trip. We went to places such as Disney, the magic kingdom in Orlando and also the
Neville public museum. Where we took most of our time learning about the history of the country
of visit among other activities which will be part of this essay.
The vacation all started off when we arrived as family in Greenbay where I, having being the only
one with excitement, with viad being on his phone and my two pretty ones on the phone I was
the only one who enjoyed the view and the fresh air of Greenbay.we started off with a trip to the
Neville museum where we took a lot of photos courtesy of viad and also was a chance for James
to relate to is work in the archeological field and was what I think made most of my trip. We were
so tired as seeing from my little ones Avery and Aiden, continuous and helpless yawns and viand
tendency to listen to music, so we took time to take packed foods at a local joint in the museum
and booked into a hotel for the night.
Avery and Aiden where stalk into a maze of fight thus we had to book them different rooms and
viad who was cool and locked on his touch phone I bought for him last summer didnt even bother
on anything at all and thats how we spent the first day of pour vacation. The second day was a
day which proved to me to be the challenge the kids wanted to visit Disney land and we didnt
want to spend more than budgeted and we opted for the road to Orlando which was far but cost
efficient since we had rented a car. The kids at the back and James driving we set the ball rolling
for the long trip.my two kids Avery and Aiden who was to share Nintendo playing station pad
could not get along with each other and this was what made us busy for the road having most of
the time solving their issues. James who is my husband took most of the time driving since we
were warned that driving this road one needs to be careful. We reached Orlando at last thank god
I will never do such a thing I regret. We did not even take time to visit the places but sort to retire
to bed and asked James, my sweetheart, to book us one of the hotels where we will spend the
night.
The next morning we took the first bus to Disney land as they say cant pass Orlando without
visiting Disney. We took to Disney and it was a real beauty.Aiden and Avery were left in wonder
with their eyes as I could see were full of amazement. viad was as usual on his phone and what
made him smile was after Disney when we took to the beach for the evening breeze where he
video chatted with his friend and surely it was a great experience seeing the sunset. We took a
late flight back home on the third day where we were tired but was a very memorable trip.for
sure it was memorable but except for the road trip for sure .This was a trip to remember for sure.
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